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ABSTRACT

Due to the security and scalability features of hybrid cloud architecture, it can better meet the diverse requirements
of users for cloud services. And a reasonable resource allocation solution is the key to adequately utilize the hybrid
cloud. However, most previous studies have not comprehensively optimized the performance of hybrid cloud task
scheduling, even ignoring the conflicts between its security privacy features and other requirements. Based on
the above problems, a many-objective hybrid cloud task scheduling optimization model (HCTSO) is constructed
combining risk rate, resource utilization, total cost, and task completion time. Meanwhile, an opposition-based
learning knee point-driven many-objective evolutionary algorithm (OBL-KnEA) is proposed to improve the
performance of model solving. The algorithm uses opposition-based learning to generate initial populations
for faster convergence. Furthermore, a perturbation-based multipoint crossover operator and a dynamic range
mutation operator are designed to extend the search range. By comparing the experiments with other excellent
algorithms on HCTSO, OBL-KnEA achieves excellent results in terms of evaluation metrics, initial populations,
and model optimization effects.

KEYWORDS
Hybrid cloud environment; task scheduling; many-objective optimization model; many-objective optimization
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1 Introduction

As the main pattern and development direction of cloud computing in recent years, hybrid cloud
architecture [1] can provide more flexible cloud service solutions which are favored by more and more
enterprise users. The hybrid cloud architecture is constructed by different numbers of private and
public clouds [2]. The private cloud is a cloud service used for one user and therefore provides the
most effective control over data privacy, security, and quality of service. The public cloud is a shared
cloud service built by third-party providers and has the advantage of virtually unlimited resources.
Meanwhile, public clouds pay on demand, thus enabling effective cost control. However, it has become
an important requirement for business users to expand resources at low cost while protecting critical
private data. When private or public clouds alone are not up to the task, hybrid cloud architectures
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make it possible to address these needs simultaneously [1]. And the problem is that the flexible features
and diverse requirements also make using a hybrid cloud architecture more complex. Therefore, how
to use the unique advantages of hybrid cloud and reasonably schedule the resources of public and
private clouds to meet various requirements of enterprises, such as low cost and high efficiency, are
the key problems of hybrid cloud [3]. Similarly, ensuring the security privacy of enterprise information
and improving the resource utilization of cloud services during hybrid cloud task scheduling are also
key challenges [4].

Many different task scheduling approaches have been proposed by scholars in hybrid cloud
environments. Li et al. [5] proposed a market-based local and global two-level scheduling scheme.
By optimizing the Qos satisfy rate and task assignment efficiency makes the benefit of task transfer
to public cloud maximized. In order to minimize the cost of private clouds during scheduling,
Yuan et al. [6] constructed a mixed integer linear model and proposed a temporal task scheduling
algorithm (TTSA). In [7,8], a hybrid cloud task scheduling optimization using BP neural networks
was proposed. By using cost and task lifetime as constraints, the quality of cloud services is improved
while maximizing resource utilization in a private cloud. To balance time and cost in the hybrid cloud
task scheduling process, a queuing theory-based hybrid cloud task scheduling method was proposed
by Chunlin et al. [9], thus the non-sensitive tasks are transferred to the public cloud for execution.
Yuan et al. [10] studied the problem of maximizing the profit of hybrid cloud task scheduling,
and a profit maximization algorithm (PMA) based on price variation over time in hybrid clouds
was proposed. And the problem is well solved by simulated annealing particle swarm optimization
(SAPSO).

However, these approaches focus on the performance or profitability problems of using public
cloud extension resources when private cloud resources are insufficient. They ignore the privacy and
security risks that may arise when scheduling cloud tasks to the public cloud. This is because some of
the tasks may involve large amounts of user information, including company data, personal health,
and other private information. Privacy information and data are at risk of being compromised if they
are performed on a public cloud with a lower trust level. Therefore, it is critical to consider the security
and privacy of task data in hybrid cloud task scheduling.

In [11], the authors proposed a SCAS algorithm for security and cost problems of heterogeneous
tasks in cloud services. The algorithm uses deadlines and risk rates as constraints to optimize the cost of
task execution. Meanwhile, to counter the danger of third-party cloud services exposing private data,
a new SaaS scheduling agent is proposed to protect privacy while satisfying task deadlines [12]. Based
on the restriction of sensitive and private data to private clouds, Wen et al. [13] proposed a MOPA
algorithm to optimize the time and cost of scheduling. Sharif et al. [14] proposed two algorithms,
OMPHC-PCPR and OPHC-TR. This approach enables dynamic scheduling of multiple workflow
tasks under the constraints of deadlines and privacy.

However, most of these works classify cloud task data based on privacy levels, and tasks with
higher privacy levels are assigned to private clouds for execution, while tasks with lower privacy levels
can be assigned to private or public clouds for execution. But real-life cloud tasks are not simple binary
decisions. For example, some tasks have both deadlines and privacy requirements, and if they are
performed in a private cloud based on privacy requirements. Then the deadline may be exceeded, thus
causing loss to the user. Therefore, a more comprehensive scheduling strategy can only be obtained by
balancing different requirements, thus improving the service satisfaction of users.

In other words, multiple objectives need to be considered simultaneously during hybrid cloud
task scheduling [15,16]. As an important research direction, scholars have done many researches on
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the construction and solving of many-objective optimization models [17–19], and applied them to
many practical engineering fields [20]. For example, resource allocation [21–23], model Prediction
[24,25], shop floor scheduling [26], and disease diagnosis [27] which have produced great practical
values. In the cloud computing scheduling problem, Xu et al. [28] constructed a fully optimized many-
objective model considering task, system, and user characteristics, and used normal distribution to
improve the environment selection process of RVEA algorithm with good results. Dubey et al. [29]
used task deadline as a constraint to optimize cost, energy consumption and makespan to obtain a
high-quality task scheduling policy. In a multi-cloud environment, considering the benefits of users and
service providers separately, Cai et al. [30] proposed a many-objective scheduling model for multiple
clouds and designed an subgenerational many-objective optimization algorithm for solving it. All these
methods provide a basis for many-objective task scheduling research in hybrid clouds. Zade et al. [31]
proposed a fuzzy improved red fox optimization algorithm (FIRFO). The algorithm uses QOBL, Levy
flight, spiral motion and fuzzy control system to improve the search process. In addition, based on
game theory and FIRFO, a novel task scheduling algorithm that balances four objectives is proposed.
In addition, a two-stage scheduler considering four conflicting objectives is proposed by Zade et al. [32]
and a new caledonian crow learning algorithm (NCCLA) is designed for model solving based on
reinforcement learning (RL) and NCCLA.

Table 1 summarizes the basic work related to hybrid cloud scheduling. Most of the previous studies
consider only some of the metrics in the hybrid cloud task scheduling process. Especially, the conflict
between its data security and other requirements is ignored. On the foundation of the above problems,
this work further explores the research methods of many-objective optimization problems. In order
to exploit the unique advantages of hybrid cloud architecture, this paper investigates methods to
construct and solve scheduling models in hybrid cloud environments.

(1) Considering the characteristics of hybrid cloud and different cloud task types, a many-
objective hybrid cloud task scheduling optimization (HCTSO) model is constructed, which
simultaneously optimizes the risk rate, task completion time, total cost and resource utilization.

(2) To address this model, an opposition-based learning knee driven evolutionary algorithm
(OBL-KnEA) is proposed. The algorithm uses the idea of opposition learning to make the
initial population uniformly distributed, and designs a perturbation-based crossover operator
and a dynamic scale variation operator.

Table 1: The related work on hybrid cloud task scheduling

Author Environment Method
description

Optimization
criteria

Advantage Weakness/
challenges

[5] Hybrid cloud Two-tier
scheduling model
based on hybrid
cloud market

QoS satisfaction
allocation
efficiency

Improved QoS
satisfaction rate
and allocation
efficiency through
market negotiation
strategy

Hybrid cloud
features are
not fully
exploited

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Author Environment Method
description

Optimization
criteria

Advantage Weakness/
challenges

[6] Hybrid cloud SA + PSO
algorithm is used
to find the best
scheduling policy

Cost delay
constraints

Cost reduction and
throughput
improvement

The
scheduling
time and
execution
delay are not
considered

[6] Hybrid cloud Task scheduling
method based on
BP neural
network

Cost and
deadline
constraints
service quality

Effectively reduces
average task
response time and
increases system
throughput

The privacy
protection of
task data is
not
considered

[6] Hybrid cloud Job scheduling
method based on
queuing theory
and neural
network
prediction

deadline
constraints and
costs

Effectively reduces
average task wait
time, average task
response time and
total cost

The privacy
protection of
task data is
not
considered

[6] Hybrid cloud Profit-
maximizing
scheduling for
price variation
over time in
hybrid clouds

Maximize private
cloud profits

Ensure time delay
constraint and
greatly increase
private cloud profit

The factors
considered are
too single

[6] Cloud Safety and
cost-aware
scheduling
method based on
PSO algorithm

Costs, deadlines
and risk rates

Data security
during scheduling
is considered

It is only
designed for
the cloud
computing
environment

[6] Hybrid cloud The task
scheduling
methods with
two privacy
protection
policies

Data and task
privacy

Effectively reduce
the cost of
implementing
workflows while
meeting their
privacy and
deadline
constraints

The factors
considered are
not compre-
hensive
enough

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Author Environment Method
description

Optimization
criteria

Advantage Weakness/
challenges

[6] Cloud Constructing a
many-objective
optimization
model and
solving it using
an improved
RVEA

Time, cost
resource
utilization load
balancing

The task
scheduling process
of cloud
computing is fully
optimized

It is only
designed for
the cloud
computing
environment

[6] Multi cloud A many-objective
optimization
model that
considers the
interests of users
and service
providers

Total time, cost,
cloud
throughput,
energy
consumption,
resource
utilization, and
load balancing

The task
scheduling process
of multi-cloud
computing is fully
optimized

It is only
designed for
the
multi-cloud
computing
environment

[6] Cloud Improved red fox
optimizer for
solving
many-objective
cloud scheduling
models

Resource
utilization, load
balancing,
manufacturing
span and
execution time

The task
scheduling process
of cloud
computing is fully
optimized

Reducing the
dimension to
a single
objective
solution may
lose some key
information

[6] Cloud New caledonian
crow learning
algorithm solves
two-stage cloud
task scheduling
model

Manufacturing
span, resource
utilization,
throughput, load
balancing

The task
scheduling process
of cloud
computing is fully
optimized

Reducing the
dimension to
a single
objective
solution may
lose some key
information

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 constructs the hybrid cloud task scheduling
optimization model. The OBL-KnEA algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 designs the
related simulation experiments. Section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Hybrid Cloud Task Scheduling Problem
2.1 Problem Description

Hybrid clouds are an efficient architectural approach that can combine the respective benefits of
public and private clouds, which is attracting more and more enterprises to deploy system programs
using hybrid cloud technology. Thus, it is a key problem to design a reasonable and effective scheduling
strategy to take advantage of the hybrid cloud. Fig. 1 shows the overall flow of hybrid cloud task
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scheduling. Customers rent public clouds through different cloud service providers, and these cloud
resources only provide performance parameters and command interfaces. Private clouds have virtual
resources such as CPU, network, memory and storage provided through local physical machines, which
can be controlled more effectively. During the scheduling process, the monitoring component is used
to monitor the resource pools of the private cloud. And updates the information to the task scheduling
component. On the contrary, the public cloud provides the parameter information directly to the task
scheduling component. Also, the scheduler component will accept all the information of the task queue
submitted by users including the number of tasks, task size. The task scheduler component consolidates
all task information and virtual resource information, and assigns the appropriate virtual machine for
each task. Due to the architectural differences and charging models and other influencing factors,
public and private cloud resources have significantly different features. As shown in Table 2, public
clouds offer significant advantages in terms of price/performance, elasticity and amount of resources,
while private clouds offer better performance control and security. On the other hand, different tasks
also have different attributes such as size and privacy levels between them. As a result, there are
inevitably conflicting relationships between multiple user requirements.

Figure 1: The overall flow of hybrid cloud task scheduling

Table 2: The features of public and private clouds

Public cloud Private cloud

Performance control Worse Better
Performance/price Higher Lower
Security Lower Higher
Elasticity Better Worse
Resource amount (Almost) unlimited Limited
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In the field of intelligent optimization, scholars refer to optimization problems with four or more
objectives with conflicting relationships as many-objective optimization problems (MaOP). It can be
formulated as follows:{

minimize F(x) = (f1(x), fx(x), . . . , fm(x))

subject to x ∈ X
(1)

where x is the decision variable, X is the decision space, and m is the number of objectives. In the hybrid
cloud task scheduling process, if the task completion time is diminished, it will inevitably add some
cost. Assigning all tasks to a cloud service with a higher trust level in order to reduce the risk rate will
definitely increase the task completion time and cost. Further, the above factors need to be ensured
while also increasing resource utilization as much as possible. Therefore, in order to more get a better
scheduling strategy, this paper defines hybrid cloud scheduling as a MaOP. Unlike single-objective
optimization, the conflicting nature among multiple objectives makes it impossible to obtain a solution
where all objectives are optimal. Instead, it is possible to obtain a set of compromise solutions that
optimize as many objectives as possible simultaneously and yield different biases. These tradeoffs are
called Pareto optimal solutions, the set of all Pareto optimal solutions is called the Pareto optimal set
(PS), and the projected image of the PS in the objective space is called the Pareto optimal front (PF).

In summary, the hybrid cloud task scheduling model in this study includes four optimization
objectives of task completion time, cost, risk rate, and resource utilization. In addition, the scheduling
process occurs within specific time slice and there are no priorities and dependencies between tasks.
Also, the tasks are executed serially on the resource nodes of the cloud service, and the case of cloud
service failure is not considered.

2.2 Task Type Description
In the actual business process, there are many interrelated business relationships. For example,

In a large-scale entity enterprise, although the products of each department are different, the mining
and analysis for market user information can be shared or overlapped. Therefore, in order to better
simulate the actual enterprise business process, except for independent random tasks, this paper also
considers the reusability of user tasks and designs specific task transmission and execution methods
to improve task completion efficiency and reduce task execution and transmission costs.

The privacy level of reusable tasks is kept consistent due to the presence of duplicate data for the
tasks. Two types of reusable tasks are given in Fig. 2, and the over-lapping parts are shaded. As shown
in Fig. 2a, when there is a partial overlap between Task1 and Task2, Task1 is uploaded and executed as
a complete task, while Task2 omits the overlapping part. When downloading the task execution result,
Task2 needs to download the overlapped part from the VM node of Task1. As shown in Fig. 2b, when
Task1 completely covers Task2, only Task1 needs to be uploaded and executed, ignoring Task2. After
execution, Task1 and Task2 download their respective task execution results.

Figure 2: Two types of tasks
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2.3 Objective Functions
The purpose of the hybrid cloud task scheduling problem is to find a reasonable mapping

relationship between task and resource node VMs. For better model construction, the set of VM nodes
of different cloud services is denoted as VM = {VM1, VM2, . . . , VMM}. VMm means the m-th VMs
and the number of VMs is M. Furthermore, Task = {T1, T2, . . . , TK} is the set of cloud tasks, Tk means
the k-th cloud task and the number of tasks is K.

Tables 3 and 4 describe the parameters of cloud tasks and VMs and their meanings. Combined
with the characteristics of the hybrid cloud, the model decision variables are encoded as shown in
Table 5, where P = {P1, P2, P3, . . . , PN} denotes the population, D denotes the decision variable
dimension, and the x1 value is 2 indicating that the first task will be executed on the 2-th VM.

Table 3: Tasks parameters

Parameter Description

L Task execution length (MI)
I Task upload file size (bit)
O Task download file size (bit)
Tk Privacy risk level of cloudlet data

Table 4: VM parameters

Parameter Description

Mips Million instructions per second
U VM upload bandwidth (bps)
D VM downloading bandwidth (bps)
Vc Trusted levels of cloud services
E Public cloud execution costs per

second ($)
W Public cloud transfer costs per

second ($)
Q Private cloud execution energy

consumption (W)
G Private cloud idle energy

consumption (W)

Table 5: Encoding of decision variables

x1 x2 . . . xD−1 xD

P1 2 55 . . . 31 15
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PN 34 19 . . . 43 6
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2.3.1 Risk Rate

The risk rate will evaluate the overall risk of the tasks to be performed on the hybrid cloud
resources. For this purpose, a privacy level is assigned to the task data and a trust level is assigned to the
cloud service. Moreover, the task privacy level and cloud service trust level are mapped to probability
values of [0, 1]. In the calculation, the task privacy level is interpreted as the probability that the task
will be attacked when executed on the cloud, and the higher its value, the more vulnerable it is to attack.
The cloud service trust level is interpreted as the probability that the cloud service can be unable to
protect the task data when it is attacked, and the lower its value, the more unable it is to protect the task
data. Finally, the probability of two events occurring simultaneously is obtained by joint probability,
which is interpreted as the probability that the cloud task is attacked and the data is corrupted. It is
calculated as Eq. (2).

The privacy level is based on the categories and levels of data based on factors such as sensitive
attributes and security protection requirements. Referring to [33], according to the requirements of the
Data Security Law of the People’s Republic of China, the data privacy level mainly depends on the
factors such as the subject, breadth and depth of impact after data leakage, tampering, loss, or misuse.
The classification of cloud service trust level is obtained by evaluating the security and reliability of
each cloud service.

R = 1
K

k∑
i=1

P (Tk) P (Vc|Tk) (2)

where K is the number of tasks, Tk represents the k-th task, and Vc represents the c-th cloud service.
P(Tk) is the probability value of task Tk privacy level and P(Vc|Tk) is the probability value of cloud
service Vc trust level.

2.3.2 Task Completion Time

Task completion time is a key problem in the cloud task scheduling process. It represents the time
span between when a user submits a task and when the execution result is received. Task completion
time in public clouds consists of execution time, waiting time, and transfer time. Since private clouds are
built locally thus do not require task transfer, private cloud task completion time consists of execution
time and wait time. The execution time is calculated based on the Mips of the VM and the length of the
task, while the transfer time is calculated based on the task data amount and bandwidth. The waiting
time includes the VM startup time and the waiting execution time. In addition, multiple clouds in the
hybrid cloud environment execute tasks in parallel, so the cloud service with the longest running time
is taken as the completion time of the whole scheduling process. The task completion time is calculated
as shown in Eq. (3).

T = C

M
i=1

ax (Ti) (3)

Ti
pu = Ti

e + Tt
i + Ti

w (4)

Ti
pr = Te

i + Tw
i (5)
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Te
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S∑
s=1

Ls

Mips

, if Tasks is independent task or reusable task1.

S∑
s=1

Ls − L′

Mips

, if Tasks is the reusable task2.

(6)

Tt
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S∑
s=1

Ls

Mips

, if Tasks is independent task or reusable task1.

S∑
s=1

Is − I ′

Us

+ Os

Ds

, if Tasks is the reusable task2.

(7)

where T is the total task completion time, C is the number of cloud services. Ti is the task completion
time of the i-th cloud service, where Ti

pu and Ti
pr correspond to the task completion time of public and

private clouds, respectively. And Te
i, Tt

i and Tw
i are the execution time, transfer time and wait time

of the i-th cloud service. Further, S is the number of tasks assigned to the i-th cloud service. Ls, Is and
Os are the execution length, upload size and download size of task s on the i-th cloud service. Mipss,
Us and Ds are the execution speed, upload band-width and download bandwidth of the VM executing
the s-th task, respectively. Finally, L′ and I ′ are the execution length and upload size of the overlapping
part of task s, respectively.

2.3.3 Task Cost

Task cost indicates the total cost of performing all tasks. In this study, the charging model of
public cloud is on-demand. That is, the customer is charged according to the time of use. The higher
the performance of the virtual machine, the more expensive it is to use, but the less time it takes to
perform the task. The public cloud cost is obtained by combining the computational price per unit of
time and the transfer price of the public cloud. In contrast, private clouds are built without additional
charges, so their costs are calculated only for energy consumption. Combining the running and idle
energy consumption per unit time and the electricity price, the private cloud cost is obtained. The cost
of a task is calculated as shown in Eq. (8).

E =
C∑

i=1

Ei (8)

Epu
i = Te

i × Ei + Tw
i × Wi (9)

Epr
i = Ti

e × Qi × q + (Ti − Te
i ) × Gi × q. (10)

where E is the total cost of performing the tasks. Ei is the cost of the i-th cloud service, where Epu
i and

Epr
i are the costs of public and private clouds, respectively. Ei and Wi represent the execution cost and

transmission cost of the i-th public cloud per unit of time. Qi and Gi are the execution energy value
and idle energy value per unit time of the i-th private cloud. q represents the energy reference price.

2.3.4 Cloud Resource Utilization

Resource utilization indicates how resources are actually used in the cloud service, and in fact,
there is a positive correlation between resource utilization and efficiency. Higher resource utilization
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represents lower demand for renting virtual machines and lower cost. The resource utilization for
each cloud service was obtained by the ratio of effective execution time to total time, and the degree of
dispersion of the actual situation from 100% utilization is evaluated. Smaller values represent higher
resource utilization.

U = 1
C

C∑
i=1

√
(1 − Ui)2 (11)

Ui = Te
i

Ti

(12)

where Ui is the resource utilization of the i-th cloud service and Ti is the completion time of the i-th
cloud service.

By considering the important factors in the whole scheduling process, a many-objective HCTSO
model is proposed to demonstrate in Eq. (13).{

minimize F(X) = (R(X), T(X), E(X), U(X))T

subject to x ∈ �
(13)

3 Proposed OBL-KnEA Algorithm
3.1 OBL-KnEA Algorithm Framework

Evolutionary algorithms [34,35] have been proved to be an effective method for solving many-
objective problems. It has wide applicability and has better results for complex problems. In the
evolutionary algorithm, KnEA [36] enhances the selection pressure on offspring by combining the knee
point of the current population’s non-dominated frontier with the traditional Pareto domination. It
allows for more accurate selection of individuals so that the population can converge to the PF more
quickly. Besides being able to maintain the diversity of candidate solution sets without introducing
additional diversity maintenance mechanisms, it significantly reduces the computational complexity.
Therefore, the KnEA algorithm has significant advantages in dealing with many-objective problems.

To further enhance the performance on the HCTSO model, this paper analyzes the model
characteristics and proposes the OBL-KnEA algorithm. On the one hand, based on economic and
efficiency considerations, the ability of all resource nodes to be adequately utilized has a critical
impact on the outcome of task execution. The initial solution with more uniform distribution is
conducive to maximize the use of all the hybrid cloud resource nodes to improve the quality of the
initial population, so as to accelerate the convergence speed [37]. However, the initial population
of traditional KnEA is randomly generated, and it does not perform well for large-scale problems
with high dimensionality of decision variables. So this paper uses the idea of opposition learning [38]
to optimize the initial population. Since different cloud services have different performance, it not
only allows the initial solution to be distributed evenly to fully utilize the node resources. It can also
enhance population diversity by allocating tasks to different cloud services as much as possible and
thus generating solutions of different quality. On the other hand, the traditional crossover-mutation
operators of KnEA are all encoded as real numbers, which cannot be well applied to the solution of
HCTSO model. Moreover, other integer-coded operators do not fit the characteristics of the resource
distribution of the HCTSO model well. Therefore, this paper proposes the Perturbation multipoint
crossover and dynamic scale mutation operator to improve the ability of the algorithm to search for
the optimal solution in HCTSO model.
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Algorithm 3.1: OBL-KnEA Algorithm Framework
Input: Population size: N, The set of knee points: K, Rate of knee points in population: T, Ratio of

size of neighorhood: r, Ratio of knee points: t
Output: Last generation population Ptmax

Initialization: Opposition-based learning population initialization: P = {P1, P2, P3, . . . , PN}
i = 1

while i > imax do
Index = Mating_selection (P, K , N)
P′ = Perturbation multipoint crossover and dynamic scale variation (P, Index)
P = P∪P′

F = Nondominated_sort (P)
[K, r, t] = Finding_knee_point (F , T , r, t)
Pt+1 = Environmental_selection (F , K, N)
i = i + 1

return: Ptmax = Pt+1

The framework of the OBL-KnEA algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 1. First, the initialized
population P of size N is generated by an opposition-based learning strategy, where each P contains
decision variables and four objective values. The decision variables represent the task assignment strat-
egy and the objective values represent the values of task completion time, cost, risk rate and resource
utilization under this assignment strategy. Subsequently, parents were selected in the population, and
then individuals P′ were generated by perturbing multipoint crossover and dynamic scale mutation.
Afterwards, all previous individuals P and P′ are combined and environmental selection is performed
by non-dominance ranking and knee point dominance relationships. Then, the selected individuals
constitute a new generation of population Pt+1. Finally, the algorithm is iterated until the maximum
number of generations is reached.

Algorithm 3.2: Opposition-Based Learning Population Initialization Strategy
Input: Bounds of decision variables: lower, upper, the decision variable dimension: D, population size:

N
Output: Initial population: Pt

i = 0
while i = 2/N do

Randomly initialize the n-dimensional vector: P = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn}, lower < pn < upper, n = 4/D
Calculate the opposition value using the formula (13): P′ = {p′

1, p′
2, p′

3, . . . , p′
n }

Combine P and P’ to calculate the quasi-opposite value using the formula (14): P′′ = {p′′
1, p′′

2, p”3,
. . . , p′′

2n}
Combine to become an individual Pi = {p1, p2, . . . , pn, p′

1, p′
2, . . . , p′

n, p′′
1, p′′

2, . . . , p′′
2n}

i = i + 1
Pt = Pt ∪Pi

return: Pt

3.2 Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) for Population Initialization
The general optimization algorithms initialize the population with a random distribution, which

leads to a high randomness and unstable performance [39]. These algorithm takes more time to find the
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optimal solution and even cannot reach the optimal solution, which makes the algorithms to find only
a local optimum. This paper is designed to initialize the population based on the idea of opposition
learning by combining the model characteristics. Opposites drive things to move, change and develop,
and exist every-where in our lives. In intelligent optimization algorithms, opposition-based learning
(OBL) [40] is formulated as a set of candidate solutions with opposite relationships. That is, the
candidate solution set is composed of candidate solutions with opposite directions in the decision
space, and each candidate solution in the solution set finds its corresponding candidate solution
in the opposite direction of the decision space. However, instead of using individuals with opposite
relationships in the decision space, genes with opposite relationships comprising individuals are used
in this paper. In this way, a more uniform distribution of genes among individuals can be achieved, thus
to making adequate use of virtual machine nodes. Opposite-based learning (OBL) makes the initial
population more uniformly distributed, expands the range of the solution set, increases the chance of
good candidate solutions, and improves the convergence speed of the algorithm.

In this paper, the initial populations are generated using the opposite and quasi-opposite numbers
in turn. Suppose P = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn} is an n-dimensional vector. pi ∈ [a, b], i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Its
opposite, p′ is defined as

p
′
i = a + b − pi (14)

Further, its quasi-opposite value p′′
i is defined as follows:

p′′
i = rand

(
p

′
i ,

a + b
2

)
(15)

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code to generate the initial population. Firstly, the gene values
with dimension D/4 are randomly initialized, and subsequently their opposition values are calculated
using Eq. (13). Since Ergezer et al. [41] mathematically proved that the quasi-opposite number
has the highest expected probability of approaching the solution of the problem among all OBL
methods. There-fore, the quasi-opposite values were finally calculated using Eq. (14) and combined
into complete individuals. Finally, the complete population is generated by continuous iteration.

3.3 Perturbation Multi-Point Crossover and Dynamic Scale Variation
3.3.1 Perturbation Multi-Point Crossover

The crossover operator is mainly designed to retain the parent genes and combine them to produce
new individuals [42]. It is fast and efficient for searching in the solution space, and has the ability to
globally search for optimal solutions. Most of the existing multi-objective optimization algorithms use
simulated binary crossover operators. This operator is mostly applied to real number encoding, and
the generated offspring can inherit the parents’ genes well, so the offspring is closer to the parents.
However, for the hybrid cloud task scheduling optimization model (HCTSO). Simulating the binary
crossover operator has a small variation of child genes compared to parent genes due to real number
encoding. It cannot produce a better solution quickly. Therefore, a more flexible crossover operator is
needed to help extend the search and better find the global optimal solution.

In particular, if the genes are perturbed up and down during the crossover, not only the search
space of the operator can be extended, but also the excellent genes of the parents can still be main-
tained. Taking advantage of this feature, this paper adds the up-and-down perturbation mechanism
of genes to the multipoint crossover operator and designs a perturbation-based multipoint crossover
operator.
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Fig. 3 shows the individuals before and after the crossover. The parent genes are selected for the
crossover operation according to the crossover probability, and the offspring genes take values in
the range [xi − 1, xi + 1], with xi being the value of the selected parent gene. Due to the consistent
performance of the virtual machines in each cloud service provider, the child genes are perturbed
within a certain range not only to preserve the performance of the parent genes. It can also expand
the search range and help the algorithm search for the optimal value faster.

Figure 3: Process diagram of perturbation multi-point crossover

3.3.2 Dynamic Range Mutation Operator

The precondition for the global optimal solution to be found is the genetic diversity of the
population. Although the above crossover operator can improve the diversity of the population when
perturbed, it is not sufficient to help the population find the optimal solution. Therefore, an effective
mutation operator is essential. In the HCTSO model, the performance of virtual machines is consistent
for each cloud service provider. In this paper, a dynamic scale mutation operator is designed and genes
change in different cloud services when mutations occur. In the early stages, a large range of variations
is employed to increase the diversity of the solution set in order to find the region of the best solution.
In the later stages, the variation range is reduced to enhance local finetuning. By dynamically adjusting
the mutation operator, the search speed of the algorithm is accelerated. Its calculation formula is shown
in (15).

xi = rand(xi − (a ∗ Site), xi + (a ∗ Site)) (16)

Site =
(

1 −
(

Gg

Gmax

))b

(17)

where Gg is the current evolutionary generation, Gmax is the maximum evolutionary generation, a is the
number of VMs in each cloud, and b is a parameter, which takes the value of 2 in this paper.

3.4 OBL-KnEA Complexity Analysis
Based on KnEA, initializing populations and crossover variants are improved by OBL-KnEA.

Initializing populations requires transformations for each individual gene and therefore requires
O(DN) time, and D is the dimensions of the decision variable. Similarly, crossover mutations require
an O (DN) runtime to produce N offspring by performing them on each gene of the parent individuals.
Moreover, the time complexity of the traditional KnEA algorithm is O (MN2), so the running time
of OBL-KnEA is also O (MN2), which is computationally very efficient compared to most popular
MOEAs.
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4 Experiments

To test the performance of the proposed OBL-KnEA on HCTSO model, this section selects some
excellent many-objective algorithms, including KnEA [36], NSGA-III [43], GrEA [44], hpaEA [45] and
RVEA-NDAPD [28], and compares them in detail in terms of evaluation metrics, initial populations
and model optimization effects.

4.1 Experimental Setup and Evaluation Index
The setup of the experimental environment is crucial to validate the performance of the method

[46,47]. The experiments were simulated under the Cloudsim framework [48] for Windows 10 operating
system with a CPU of inter (R) Xeon (R) Gold 5222 @3.80 GHz, 64 G RAM, IntelliJ IDEA 2020 and
Matlab 2018 programming platform, and JDK version 1.8. The simulation hybrid cloud environment
is constructed by Cloudsim framework, including one private cloud data center and three public cloud
data centers. Four hosts are placed in each data center, and each host contains four virtual machines.
The performance of the virtual machines in each data center is kept consistent, and detailed attributes
can be referred to Table 6. The parameter values of tasks are obtained in the interval, while the task
types represent standalone task, reusable task1 and reusable task2, and the specific attributes can be
referred to Table 7. Meanwhile, the privacy level and trust level will be uniformly mapped to [0, 1]. In
the experimental environment, the VM and task attributes remain unchanged after being set.

Table 6: VM settings

Parameters Value

MIPS 2000, 4000, 5000, 1000
U(bps) 1024, 512, 2048, 2048
D(bps) 1024, 512, 2048, 2048
E($) 0.1, 0.4, 0.1, 0.4
W ($) 0.02, 0.03, 0.02, 0.03
Q(W) 0.2
G(W) 0.05
P(Vc|Tk) [0, 1]

Table 7: Task settings

Parameters Value

L(MI) [100, 42500]
I(bit) [30, 3250]
O(bit) [60, 5000]
P(Tk) [0, 1]
Type 0, 1, 2

In addition, Table 8 shows the parameter settings of the algorithm, and the parameter settings of
the many-objective optimization algorithms compared in the experiments are all the same as those in
the original paper. The crossover and mutation probabilities of OBL-KnEA were obtained according
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to the experimental verification in Table 9. In order to prevent falling into stochastic optimization,
the crossover and mutation probabilities within a reasonable range are transformed, and the optimal
results are selected as the crossover and mutation probabilities of subsequent experiments.

Table 8: Algorithm setting

Parameters Value

Population size 100
Gmax 1000
Crossover probabilities 0.25
Mutation probability 0.015
The number of objectives 4

Table 9: The results for different crossover and mutation probabilities

Objective Crossover probability Mutation probability

0.25 0.5 0.75 0.015 0.05 0.1 0.15

Completion time 495.3937 447.8976 507.1899 495.3937 495.222 489.695 495.3972
Cost 885.8184 1862.469 1583.596 885.8184 1490.11 1741.087 2200.742
Risk rate 0.01038 0.017197 0.013729 0.01038 0.014838 0.013879 0.018168
Resource
Utilization

0.135507 0.17436 0.178779 0.135507 0.155434 0.161407 0.168173

In this paper, three metrics Coverage, Spacing and HV [49] are used to evaluate the performance
of the algorithm and they are described as follows:

(1) Coverage (C-metric)

Coverage evaluates the convergence by comparing the approximation of the true PF and the set
of solutions. C(A, B) denotes the proportion of solution set A that dominates at least one individual
in solution set B.

C (A, B) = |{b ∈ B|∃a ∈ A : a � b}|
|B| (18)

The Coverage relies on the dominance relationship of individuals. However, with the increase in
the number of objectives, there are more non-dominated solutions in the solution set and it can not be
possible to measure the convergence of the solution set.
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(2) Spacing (SP)

The distribution of the PF approximate solution set in the objective space can be evaluated using
Spacing. The formula is shown in (18).

SP =
√√√√ 1

PF

PF∑
i=1

(
di − d

)2

(19)

where PF represents the number of non-dominated solutions, di is the Euclidean distance of two
consecutive vectors on the non-dominated boundary in the solution set, and d denotes the mean of
the distances.

(3) Hypervolume (HV)

The HV value is expressed as the volume of the space enclosed by the reference point and the
non-dominated solution, which is defined as shown in Eq. (19).

HV (S) = VOL
(

∪
x∈S

[f1 (x) , r1
∗] × . . . [fm(x), rm

∗]
)

(20)

where r∗ = (r∗
1, r∗

2, . . . , r∗
m) is the reference point of the objective space. S is the set of solutions obtained

by the algorithm. VOL(∗) denotes the Leberger measure and a larger value of HV indicates that S is
more approximate to the entire PF . In summary, HV can measure both convergence and diversity.

4.2 Results and Analysis
4.2.1 Comparison of Initialized Populations

To verify the effectiveness of the opposition-based learning initialization method, KnEA generates
two populations using both random initialization and opposition-based learning initialization meth-
ods, with other parameters and steps held constant. Box plots were used to reflect the characteristics
of the distribution of the solution sets of the two initial populations and to compare the solution
sets. From Fig. 4, the average risk rate for random initialization is 17.7%, while the average risk rate
for opposition learning initialization is 6.75%. In terms of task completion time, the mean values
of random and opposition learning initialization are 1221.05 and 735.55 s, respectively. In terms of
cost, the mean values of random and opposition learning initialization are $10707.02 and $5657.68,
respectively. Finally, in terms of resource utilization, random initialization takes the mean value of 0.24
and opposition learning initialization takes the mean value of 0.23. Obviously, the task completion
time, total cost and risk rate are significantly higher for the initial set of solutions based on opposition
learning. For resource utilization, the best, mean and worst values all outperformed the random
population, although not as significantly as the other three objectives. This demonstrates that for
the HCTSO model proposed in this paper, the opposition-based learning population initialization
strategy can produce with good results. Each objective of the opposition-based learning initialization
population is enhanced, which allows the algorithm to find the optimal solution faster.
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Figure 4: Comparison of random initialization and opposition-based learning for initializing popula-
tions

4.2.2 Comparison of Performance Metrics

To accurately evaluate the performance of the algorithms, Table 10 shows the Coverage, Spacing
and HV values for OBL-KnEA and the other algorithms on the hybrid cloud task scheduling
optimization model (HCTSO). To ensure the generality and universality of the experiments, each
algorithm was run for 15 times independently, and the number of evaluations per run was 11000. In the
table, the optimal value for each metric is marked in blue font, and “+”, “−”, “=” indicate the degree
of superiority of other algorithms compared to OBL-KnEA. The OBL-KnEA algorithm achieves the
best results for both the Coverage and HV metrics. However, OBL-KnEA does not perform as well
on the Spacing metric. This may be because the opposing initial populations improve the convergence
speed while making the solution set more aggregated and discarding some diversity. But overall it can
be seen that the OBL-KnEA algorithm outperforms the other algorithms on the HCTSO model.
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Table 10: Comparison of five algorithms under metrics

Algorithms Coverage Spacing HV

NSGA-III
9.9506e − 1 1.6415e − 2 3.1455e − 2
(1.91e − 2)− (2.91e − 3)= (2.49e − 3)−

GrEA
9.1898e − 1 1.3358e − 2 3.8375e − 2
(1.11e − 1)− (2.90e − 3)+ (2.21e − 3)−

KnEA
2.9022e − 1 1.0346e − 2 4.2354e − 2
(2.42e − 1)= (3.22e − 3)+ (3.27e − 3)−

RVEA-NDAPD
9.9683e − 1 1.4903e − 2 2.9687e − 2
(1.23e − 2)− (5.61e − 3)= (2.54e − 3)−

OBL-KnEA
2.8899e − 1 1.7896e − 2 5.2812e − 2
(1.44e − 1) (1.14e − 2) (3.12e − 3)

4.2.3 Comparison of Optimization Results for Different Number of Tasks

Fig. 5 shows the optimization results of each objective function after 1000 iterations of 150 tasks
in the HCTSO model. It can be seen that the overall distributions of OBL-KnEA are all relatively
aggregated, and the optimal results are obtained for both the risk rate and cost objectives. The mean
and minimum values of risk rate are 0.007 and 0.003, and the minimum and mean values of cost
are 155.85 and 211.29, respectively. Due to the conflicting objectives, the task completion time and
resource utilization are not optimal, but the results are still similar to those of other good algorithms.

Figure 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5: The optimization results of 150 tasks

Fig. 6 shows the optimization results of each objective function after 1000 iterations of 300 tasks
in the HCTSO model. The risk rate and cost of OBL-KnEA have a significant advantage over other
algorithms, with the best minimum and average values. The risk rate reaches 0.295% and 0.517%,
respectively. And the costs reached $248.0 and $478.7, respectively. Their boxes are relatively small,
indicating a high degree of data aggregation. For the resource utilization, despite the slightly larger
boxes, they also have a significant advantage over the other algorithms in terms of optimization
effectiveness, with their mean value reaching 0.09. Due to the conflict between the objective functions
optimized in this work, the task completion time does not perform as well as the other algorithms
when the other three objectives get better results. Overall, the OBL-KnEA algorithm is able to achieve
better performance on different tasks of the hybrid cloud task model.

Figure 6: (Continued)
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Figure 6: The optimization results of 300 tasks

4.2.4 Comparison of Optimization Process

Fig. 7 shows the optimization process for 1000 iterations of the algorithm for a 300 task. In the
first 100 generations, all algorithms converge quickly and find some better solutions. The convergence
speed becomes significantly slower when the number of iterations is 100–400. After 400 iterations,
the algorithm tends to stabilize. Consistent with the box plot above, OBL-KnEA does not perform
as well as the other algorithms in terms of task completion time due to the many-objective conflict.
However, the OBL-KnEA performs the best in terms of cost and risk rate, not only converging faster
but also being more sufficient to get better objecctive values. In terms of resource utilization, the
RVEA-NDAPD gets better results until 400 generations, and the OBL-KnEA, hpaEA and RVEA-
NDAPD have equal results in 400–600 generations. When the number of iterations is greater than
600, OBL-KnEA gives the best results. To sum up, it can be shown that OBL-KnEA is efficient and
accurate in solving the hybrid cloud task scheduling problem.

Figure 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7: Optimization of different algorithms for 1000 iterations

4.2.5 Comparison of Objective Preference Selection

Since the many-objective algorithm solves the model to obtain a set of compromise solutions.
Therefore, the decision maker can choose the scheduling strategy according to different preferences.
Table 9 shows the performance of each algorithm under different objective function preferences.
For single objective function preference, the minimum value is chosen as the result. For balanced
consideration, the result is obtained by normalizing the objective values of different scales and
averaging them after adding the same weights. As can be seen from Table 11, when preference is given
to task completion time, the RVEA-NDAPD algorithm obtains the smallest value and OBL-KnEA
ranks 5 out of the six algorithms. In addition, the OBL-KnEA algorithm is able to obtain the best
results regardless of the balance consideration, preference for risk rate, cost, and resource utilization.
Therefore, the OBL-KnEA algorithm can better help the decision maker to choose the scheduling
strategy from all dimensions.

Table 11: Comparison of results under different preferences

Algorithm Risk rate
priority

Completion
time priority

Cost priority Resource
utilization
priority

Balanced
consideration

OBL-KnEA 0.295% 380.8 s $248.002 0.0629 0.236
GrEA 1.522% 310.4 s $1375.876 0.0855 0.461
KnEA 0.608% 390.4 s $583.524 0.0702 0.371
NSGA-III 1.063% 339.2 s $908.954 0.0641 0.371
RVEA-NDAPD 3.193% 292.08 s $2634.785 0.0775 0.364
hpaEA 1.058% 359.07 s $921.869 0.0636 0.352

In summary, OBL-KnEA has better performance and better convergence than other algorithms,
and shows good results for solving the HCTSO model pro-posed in this paper, which can provide
higher quality and more comprehensive task scheduling solutions for decision makers.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we delved into the characteristics of hybrid cloud architectures and analyzed
the growing user requirements. A hybrid cloud task scheduling optimization model (HCTSO) is
constructed by considering reusable task types and combining risk rate, resource utilization, total cost,
and task completion time. In addition, an opposition-based learning knee-point-driven evolutionary
algorithm (OBL-KnEA) is proposed based on the model characteristics. The algorithm improves the
population initialization strategy and the cross-variance operator to accelerate the convergence speed.
Simulation experiments show that the initial population generated by OBL-KnEA has a significant
advantage over the randomly generated population. Meanwhile, OBL-KnEA achieves the best values
in both coverage and HV metrics, indicating that it has the best convergence and diversity. Finally,
after comparing the optimization results for different number of tasks and different preferred policy
choices, OBL-KnEA is able to get the best scheduling policy to meet the customer’s requirements. In
future work, we will consider the dependency between cloud tasks while ensuring security and privacy.
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